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A major Malaysian government funded research project currently underway at the Universiti
Pendidikan Sultan Idris, Malaysia1, is exploring “The Imaginary Space” between Malaysian musical
culture and Western musique-mixte (music for instruments and live electronics). The project is
exploring new ways of acquiring knowledge of intercultural connections and understanding through
the creation and performance of new music. Based around finding modes of collaboration between
composer, technologist and performer; establishing and testing theories of interaction; exploring
performance styles incorporating aspects of Malaysian and Western performance modes; and
identifying and fusing elements from each tradition through composition and contemporary music
technologies, the research works within a multiple theoretical framework. Theories and methods
range from the phenomenological and philosophical frameworks of Gadamer and Merleau-Ponty,
the aesthetic fusions/juxtapositions of John Cage, to the musical comprehension matrices of Leigh
Landy (2007).
As Australians, resident in Malaysia, we have a distinctive opportunity to establish a long term indepth investigation, where our everyday experiences inform negotiations and dialogue. This
research is located in the space between these two cultures, allowing us to reach towards and
return, to look at both from either place and direction. Electroacoustic music is creating a location
for these unique investigations, and a context from which to draw new information and experience.
In intercultural performance, our experience is suggesting that the creative use of technology can
reveal what is “invisible” within national identities. It can open “...intellectual and spiritual places,
[enlarging] perception and cognition” (Gadamer, 1997). In the Malaysian/Western context being
examined, musique-mixte composition and performance allows mutuality and reciprocity to
flourish, whilst affirming the identity and individuality of each national and cultural identity.
Incorporating “technology brings forth more than itself” engenders “...sensory and intellectual
awakening to the shared experience” (Merleau-Ponty, cited in Kozel, p.77). Current findings are
further suggesting that when aurally familiar cues and artifacts are present in musique-mixte
works performed to Malaysian audiences, a strong positive and emotional response is generated.
Within the framework of the Landy matrices examining musical comprehension, we are appraising
the role of familiarity in audience understanding and reception: “...only if we understand [music], if
it is ‘clear’ to us, is it present for us as an artistic composition” (Gadamer, 1997, p.91).
Phases 1 (The Screaming Serunai) and 2 (Synergies of Breath 2) of The Imaginary Space have
focussed on developing works with Malaysian composers for flute and electronics. The third phase
is centred around a performance to be presented at the CAGE101 Conference (August 2013) of
John Cage’s Memento Memoria, which takes as its basis a literary work (originally Joyce’s
Finnegans’s Wake, in our production, Malaysian author, Tan Twan Eng’s The Garden of Evening
Mists). The music, art and theatrical elements of this performance are being composed, created
and directed by Warren Burt and Catherine Schieve according to Cage’s “score” – a list of
instructions for performance. Intercultural dialogue in this work reflects Cage’s “....constant
psychological openness towards disparate aesthetic and cultural traditions of the world ... a
formidable platform for experimentation and the formulation of different compositional
methodologies, forms, instrumental techniques, performance practices and not least, innovative
aesthetic horizons” (Troge, 1999). Intercultural performative, compositional, pedagogical and
presentation aspects of this production will be observed and documented.
Performance gives a presence to the research, making the space tangible, and demonstrates the
reality that, as Susan Kozel observes, based on Merleau-Ponty, “The invisible is extraordinarily
difficult to write about. Perhaps it should be hummed ... if it were to be hummed, it would be the
tune that breaks off, because we forget the rest...” (Kozel, p.42 ).
A performance of new works from each phase of The Imaginary Space could be presented. Live
performances would require appropriate technology, and would draw together performance and
discussion. Videos of performances could also be included, alone or to supplement live.
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